
 

 

Special Gold Report. 

Introduction: 

 “The reason I like gold is that it affords protection against the ignorance of mankind.  In the history of mankind, only 

 gold has been considered pure wealth.  It is wealth standing on its own, minus the weakness and stupidity of 

 mankind… “Richard Russell noted market commentator.  

 The last two years have been difficult and painful for precious metals and bullion fund investors.  From 

the gold bullion price peak in August of 2011 bullion prices and mutual fund precious metals prices have 

fallen off a cliff – about 35% for bullion and approximately 65% for precious metals funds.  Much of the 

damage was done in a period of several days in mid-April of 2013. 

This is not unprecedented as we saw an 80% correction in the spring of 2008 in precious metals mutual 

fund values and a similar 50% correction around 2003. They went on to fully recover and march to new 

highs thereafter.  

The real question facing investors today is whether  and if  so, when gold prices will return to historical 

trends and recover from the price drop of the last two years. It is important to remember the strategic 

reasons for holding gold as part of a portfolio and assess whether or not those reasons are still true.  

The use of precious metals in client portfolios is designed to act as insurance against inflation and the 

loss of purchasing power. Even currently low inflation has an insidious long  term effect on purchasing 

power, for example reducing the buying  power of your money over ten years. The continuing 

Quantitative Easing and the flood of paper money being issued without any intrinsic value  since the 

2008 credit crisis is a global phenomenon. 

This asset class should represent a portion of your investment portfolio.  Ibbotson Associates, a leading 

provider of asset allocation and portfolio construction services to the financial industry for over 35 

years, issued a landmark study in 2005 regarding the role of precious metals in client portfolios. They 

concluded that for the period from 1971 to 2004, that of the seven asset classes, precious metals is the 

only asset class with a negative average correlation to the other asset classes. And that precious metals 

act as a hedge against inflation.  

The real challenge for most people is the need to build their assets to a sufficient size to be able to 

achieve financial independence. The reality is that most people are short of this goal and are struggling, 

given shrinking savings rates, increasing taxes and pressure on incomes, to build a large enough capital 

base to achieve their dream retirement lifestyle.  Prudent investment management and periodic 

rebalancing continue to play a role in your investment management process. 



Inevitably, some people have questioned the competence  of the various investment managers that are 

used in client portfolios.  The same kind of nervousness was expressed during the late 1990’s tech 

bubble when our clients were advised to get out or stand aside. Profits were taken in technology mutual 

funds and sitting in cash accounts when the tech bubble finally popped in early 2000!  

What really matters in building and maintaining your wealth is your investment returns over time not 

just in any one year or short term time period. That is a standard that has been met since 1994 with 

investment returns often exceeding those of your friends and neighbors based upon your feedback over 

the years.   Your patience with your precious metals investments will once again be rewarded! 

Main Report: 

 “We hate you guys. Once you start issuing $1 trillion-$2 trillion….we know the dollar [USD] is going to depreciate, so 

 we hate you guys but there is nothing much we can do.” Luo Ping, Director-General, China Regulatory Commission, 

 February 2009. 

Ultimately what will drive gold bullion prices higher and gold mining company profits higher is the 

shortage of gold bullion versus the amount of supply needed to satisfy that demand.  

Increased  demand is coming from two directions. The first is the desire by China to build the renminbi 

or as it is more commonly known, the “yuan”, into a reserve currency to compete with and possibly 

eclipse the U.S. dollar as a global reserve currency for settling international trade and financial 

transactions.  

 

Source: Beijing based news service (Caixin) 

(Chinese buyers scrambling to buy gold bullion at premiums of up to 30% over spot price in June 2013) 



 

China is moving in several directions to realize its ambitions. The first is to replace the SWIFT settlement 

mechanism with its own competing trade settlement organization. This process is well underway.  

A second tool being used is currency bilateral trade agreements with the most recent being signed 

between the ECB and the People’s Bank of China last October. This is just the latest of some 30 such 

international agreements that China has signed to promote the use of the yuan for settling global 

commercial and financial transactions.  

China is also moving to back its currency with hard assets in the form of gold bullion. It is currently 

consuming over 55% of global mine production and its appetite continues to grow. China has now 

replaced India as the global leader in gold bullion demand.  



 

With the U.S. government committed to unlimited money printing by the Fed to purposely ignite higher 

inflation, China is desperately working to diversify its foreign exchange holdings of over $4 trillion, up 

substantially from about $2 trillion in 2008, away from the USD. Why hold a depreciating asset? 

The global annual demand for bullion is currently running at about 800 tonnes more than the current 

tradable supply of physical bullion. The shortage has been met  by the redemption of bullion from gold 

Exchange traded fund  (ETFs) holdings. Those ETF holdings (a type of investment pool) are now down by 

more than half and it will not take much more to eliminate them as a source of supply. 

Secondly, India dramatically raised tariffs on gold bullion imports in early 2013 as a way to protect its 

currency against further depreciation. Inventories within India have so far met the demand for gold. But 

at some point India will resume its imports and add to the current demand\supply deficit.  

Sentry Investments Kevin MacLean raises an interesting statistic to support the India demand thesis. He 

points to the fact there are some 5 million weddings annually in India. The customary dowry payable by 

the bride’s family is on average 200 grams or 6.5 ounces. If we do the math, this translates into 32 

million ounces of global demand regardless of price annually; which is amazingly 800 tonnes of demand 

that has been temporarily suppressed! This would be in addition to the current annual shortfall of 800 

tonnes which is again supportive of future price increases in gold. 

The second factor that will drive gold bullion prices in the near future is the reduction in gold mining 

activity and the reduction in global gold scrap sales that have historically been used to offset falling mine 

production within the demand equation.  Gold bullion prices have dropped faster than mining 

companies have been able to reduce their cost of production over the last two years. Gold mining 

supply fell in the first half of 2013 at an annualized of 2.1% over 2012. So far some 25 mines have closed. 



The closing of mines has resulted in a reduction in the expected future production of bullion even in the 

face of rising demand from the emerging markets and Eastern Central Banks as the following chart 

demonstrates. Again this is supportive of future bullion and mining profits for investors. 

 
Source: CPM Group. 

Investment manager MacLean notes that profit margins for miners are improving as costs fall for a 

number of inputs. The cost of cyanide and tires for heavy equipment alone have fallen some 40% and 

30% respectively. These two items alone represent 25% of the cost of operating a gold mine! Profit 

margins are already improving at current prices of about $1200 per ounce. It will not take much of an 

improvement in the gold price for profits to move quickly upwards. 

Further the next chart shows the close relationship over time between the amount of debt being issued 

by the US and the one-to-one relationship with the price of gold. There is now a disconnect between the 

relationship between the ratio of debt to the gold price.  Just a return to the trend line would see the 

gold price move to or above the previous high of around $1960 in August 2011. This is not a prediction 

but just another way to look at the favourable conditions that now exist for the precious metals sector 

to add returns to client portfolios in the coming years.  



 

In conclusion, logic would suggest that rising demand from both China and Asians, with falling supply 

through reduced production and fewer people selling their gold jewelry for cash (known as scrap metal 

supply) should inevitably lead to higher gold bullion prices. The reality has been otherwise! Gold bullion 

prices dropped from around $1700 per ounce to around $1200 by the close of 2013. 

As investment banker and researcher John Ing notes in a recent commentary:  “We believe the tip of the 

iceberg may be gold itself.  There is a divergence between the availability of physical gold and paper gold 

with deliverable Comex inventories dropping from three million ounces to 700,000 ounces.  The plunge 

in the gold price was caused by extraordinary large sell orders dumped on a coordinated basis at least a 

half dozen times.  The dramatic drop in delivered gold has caused more than 800 tonnes of redemption 

from the gold ETFs, resulting in a dramatic shift with physical gold ending up in Chinese vaults.  The gold 

cupboards of the West are empty and markets are vulnerable to a huge short covering rally.” 

 



 

(Source CPM Group. There are various estimates of up to 70 ounces of paper gold in existence for every ounce of actual gold.) 

The set-up for a quick snap back in gold bullion prices is now in place and could happen at any time, 

maybe in the next 18 months or less. The impact of rising gold bullion prices on the profits of gold 

miners will be exponentially higher for those companies now breaking even or operating at a profit in 

what is currently an extraordinarily difficult time for those digging the gold out of the ground. 

But there is an additional factor, backed by hard evidence, which is favourable and supportive of the 

precious metals sector. That factor is the behaviour of Western Central Banks themselves and how they 

may be affecting  the gold price. There is wide speculation that a main reason is to protect the U.S. 

dollar’s status as a reserve currency and to support a higher USD in the face of growing efforts by all 

governments globally to encourage exports while making imports more expensive through their 

currency. A way to do this is to eliminate gold bullion as an alternative currency option in the minds of 

the public. 

For example:   “Nor can private counterparties restrict supplies of gold, another commodity whose 

derivatives are often traded over-the counter; where  central banks stand ready to lease gold in 

increasing quantities should the price rise. “Allan Greenspan, Senate Testimony, July 24 1998. 

“Central Banks collaborate…to influence asset prices (especially gold and foreign exchange) in 

circumstances where this might be thought useful.” William R. White, Bank of International Settlements, 

June 2005. (NB: This is the global central bank for all other central banks). 



The political pressure for Central Banks to account for their gold holdings is growing.  In November of 

2012, in the face of growing popular political pressure to repatriate their bullion holdings German bank 

officials responded:   

“Please let me comment on the bizarre public discussion we are currently facing in Germany on the 

safety of our gold deposits outside Germany – a discussion which is driven by irrational fears….”  

“…we have never encountered the slightest problem let alone had any doubts regarding the credibility 

of the Fed…the Bundesbank will remain the Fed’s trusted partner in the future and we will continue to 

take advantage of the Fed’s services by storing some of our currency reserves as gold in New York.” 

On January 14, 2013 the trust was gone! Germany, taking the lead from Ecuador in August 2011, 

followed by Switzerland, Venezuela, Azerbaijan, Netherlands and Austria joined with them by 

demanding that the US return their gold to Germany for safe keeping. The response was that it would 

take 7 years to do so. The amount of gold involved would easily fit into three fully-loaded 747 cargo 

plane - which led many commentators to ask:  Why so long? 

The calls for accountability about gold reserves continue to build with the latest developments coming 

out of Germany.  

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-01-16/metals-currency-rigging-worse-than-libor-bafin-s-

koenig-says.html 

Bloomberg news reported that Bafin (the German equivalent of the SEC) has launched an investigation 

into  the gold market pricing and methods of operation according to Elke Koenig, the president of Bonn-

based Bafin, in a speech  on January 15th.  

The next day, Canada’s BNN network did a report on the gold market in response to the Bafin 

investigation. The market trader noted that the COMEX  (commodity exchange market) is vulnerable to 

a short squeeze and went on to speculate about the impact on the price of gold.  He pointed out It 

would only take one or two market participants to deplete the COMEX of any remaining physical 

inventory if they took physical delivery on their  gold bullion contracts.  

Please call us today to review your portfolios and to discuss how to add or maintain your current 

precious metals and bullion fund holdings. Some of you may consider adding lump sums to top up the 

current positions, while others may consider adding contributions on a monthly basis to smooth out the 

volatility. 

Final thought:  the best way to make money is to be a contrarian and do the opposite of what the crowd 

is doing. So consider the fact that only 2% of North Americans are reported to own any significant 

amount of gold in any form! 

 

 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-01-16/metals-currency-rigging-worse-than-libor-bafin-s-koenig-says.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-01-16/metals-currency-rigging-worse-than-libor-bafin-s-koenig-says.html


Here is to wishing you all Prosperity and Good Health in 2014! 

Sincerely yours, 

Jack Di Nardo, CFP, CLU.  

 

January 2014. 

(P.S. For those wishing to read more about the role of Central Banks I would refer them to the 

following): 

1. Is there any gold left is the theme: http://www.sprott.com/media/192449/maag-0912-do-western-central-banks-have-any-

gold-left.pdf 

 

 “As a general rule of common sense, when one embarks on an unlimited quantitative easing program targeted at the 

employment rate (see QE3), one had better make sure to have something in the vault as backup in case the ‘unlimited’ part 

actually ends up really meaning unlimited. ”NB: Concluding remarks of  the article.  

 

2. The smoking Gun: evidence of US government bullion sales: http://www.sprott.com/media/235500/maag-3-2013.pdf 

 

 “Every month, the US Census Bureau releases 

 the FT900 document, which outlines US 

 International Trade Data. Going through this 

 document, we were intrigued to see that in 

 December 2012 the US exported over $4B worth 

 of gold and imported around $1.5B worth of gold, 

 representing a net export of $2.5B or almost 50 

 tonnes! This surprising number led us to look at 

 the previous releases of US International Trade 

 Data which go as far back as 1991 – what we 

 found was truly shocking.” 

  

3. The April 2013 attack on the gold markets:  http://www.sprott.com/media/258481/7-2013-MAAG.pdf 

  “Next, in March, there was the leaked letter from ABN Amro (a large Dutch bank) telling     

 its bullion customers that redemption of physical gold from their allocated accounts would now be   

 impossible. Then in April, we heard reports that UBS and Scotiabank were experiencing a “bullion depositor   

 run”, where customers were lining up to withdraw their gold. Finally, a few days later, we heard from Jim   

 Sinclair (gold mining executive and industry veteran) that allocated gold deposits held in Swiss banks could   

 not be withdrawn on the basis of directives from the central bank.” 

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual 

fund investments. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past 

performance may not be repeated. Please read the prospectus of the mutual funds in which you invest. 

The information in this email newsletter is general information only and is not intended to constitute 

specific legal, accounting, financial or tax advice for any individual. 
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